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NEW 107-ADAPTOR

Now you can test 9-pin NOVARS, 12-pin COMPACTRONS,

new 10-pin tubes and NUVISTORS on your

SECO 107 tester!

This new adaptor's compact 3½" x

23 " x 3/4" case fits neatly into your

Model 107 cord compartment. It

comes complete with 22-inch 12

wire cable all prepared and color

keyed for simple quick installation.

Set-up ata on new tubes is in

cluded.

107 - ADAPTOR - part no. 1171
Dealer net $6.95

999

SECO ELECTRONICS Inc.

A SUBSIDIARY OF DI-ACRO CORP .
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INSTRUCTIONS

Just follow these 6 easy steps to install this

adaptor on your Seco model 107 tube

tester.

1. Remove the eight panel mounting wood
screws.

2. Lift panel far as it will go and prop up in
workable position with block.

3. Feed adaptor cable through cord compart

ment and under transformer - pull all slack

under panel .

4. Connect colored leads to points shown in

diagram .*

5. Pull cable slack back into cord compartment.

6. Dress cable along case wall and reassemble. *SOLDERING PRECAUTIONS use utmost care and as little solder as-

necessary to keep it out of contacts - selector switch lugs are well

tinned and solder flows easily. DO NOT overheat lugs.

NUVISTOR SOCKET ADAPTOR 1071N

Red goes to Pin 8.
Remove one of the spare sockets from the prewired

panel (socket 8C ) and install the adaptor by snap

ping into the open socket hole. U

Green goes to Pin 4.

White goes to Pin 5.

Yellow goes to Pin 2.

Clear goes to Pin 7.Secure tightly by bending back the tabs after

orienting with the red wire towards the top of the

panel.

Connect and solder wires to the proper colored

pins of the socket directly below (socket 8E ) .

1071N - ADAPTOR..... Dealer net $2.00
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